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Governors Present:     Paul Jobson (PJ) - Chair; Nirali Nagji (NN); Sara Boyle (SB) 
  Julian Jameson (JJ); Heather McLean (HM) 
             
Also Present: Simon Ruscoe-Price (SRP) - Head of School 
  Paul Reilly (PR) - Executive Headteacher; Anna Bartlett (AB) - Clerk 
 
Apologies:  None 
 
Absent:  Tim McCarthy (TM) - CEO     
      
 

 Discussion/Decision  Action 

1. Administration Matters: PJ welcomed everyone, particularly HM who had was 
attending her first LAB meeting. It was clarified that as no apologies had been 
received it was expected that JJ would join the meeting later. The meeting was 
reminded that governors Claire Hibberd and Chris Marshall had resigned 
immediately after the January LAB, due to ill health and caring commitments. 
 
Apologies for absence: None received. 

 
Declaration of Interest for this meeting: None presented. 
 
Items for Any Other Business: None. 
 

 
 

 
 

2. Governorship Administration: HM had submitted her governor eligibility and 
declarations of interest forms which had been scanned and filed. HM’s identity 
papers were copied at the end of the meeting so the Disclosure and Barring Service 
application could be processed. SB’s Disclosure and Barring Service certification 
was confirmed as complete. 
  

 
 
 
 

3. Minutes of Previous Local Advisory Body Meeting: The paper, ‘TGS Minutes Jan 
2016’ had been circulated. 
                                          
The first sentence of Item 14 of the minutes of the January 2016 meeting was 
corrected then the January 2016 minutes were agreed by everyone and signed by 
the Chair as a true and clear record. A ratified copy of the January 2016 minutes was 
issued to the governors, subsequent to the meeting. 
 
Review of Actions & Matters Arising:  
Create a communication route between the School Council and the governors – 
Partly complete - School e-mail address set-up for PJ for the School Councillor/LAB 
communications. School e-mail addresses of School Councillors to be issued to PJ. 
 
Governor Query:  

 Why is there no Head Girl? She left the school. A replacement will be 
recruited in Term 6. 

 
Request school office to forward newsletter each week to AB to circulate to 
governors – Action amended to: AB to issue governor e-mail addresses to office 
and to ask school office to e-mail future newsletters to governors. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SRP 
 
 
SRP 
 
 
 
AB 
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SB to attend the three Paragon Events on 4th Feb and the 17th March Paragon 
STEM Event. SB apologized that work commitments had thwarted action. HM and 
PJ informed the meeting that they had attended the Year R and Year 1 Paragon 
Events, respectively. It was agreed that HM would report on the Year R Paragon 
Events, this year, Year 1 next year and so on. PJ advised that he would prepare his 
governor visit report re his visit to Year 1 and would report on Year 2’s Paragon 
Events next year and so on. 

 
JJ joined the meeting at 4.20pm. 

 
AB to check with JJ re Heads Report pro-forma and to circulate when complete – 
The meeting was reminded that the governors had suggested that an alternative 
report format could include items that the LAB felt it needed to challenge. However, 
as this format was used by many schools, it had been recently upgraded by the head 
and no governors had submitted alternative ideas, it was agreed to retain the 
present style, for the time being.  
 
Governor Comment:  

 It is useful to see the difference between the two data capture figures.  
 
Facilitate the LAB evaluation and Pechakucha presentations – For Evaluation, see 
Item 8. Pechakucha presentations however had been cancelled, owing to time 
constraints. 
  
Add Health & Safety Champions to School Council agenda – Complete – 30 Health 
& Safety champions appointed across the school and trained to lead this area of 
concern. It was explained that the Health & Safety Champions had become a whole-
school educational initiative re healthy eating, plus a Year 7/8 initiative re smoking, 
gang culture and safe use of the Internet. It was explained that the school may 
create badges for these ‘Champions’ and that the project had been broadened as a 
result of an incident with e-cigarettes and the successful peer support created.  
 
Governor Questions:  

 What would the ‘Champions’ do? Promote healthy values.  

 How do the Champions report back? They have feedback sheets and the 
feedback has been overwhelmingly positive.  

 Could we have a Health & Safety section on FROG with useful 
awareness video clips? A YouTube clip re grooming was discussed and JJ 
was asked to e-mail the link for review and potential up-loading to FROG. 

 
Advise as to the impact of pupil premium funded music tuition – It was established 
that after the initial sessions in 2015,the pupil premium children had not been 
interested in continuing funded music lessons 
 
Retain the School Development Plan as a standing item for the LAB agenda – 
Complete. 
 
Consider the development of an AAT governors handbook – It was reported that the 
CEO liked the concept of a Governors Handbook and supported governor-buddying 
between the network of schools. 

 
 
 
HM 
PJ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
JJ/SRP 
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4. Chair’s Update - The LAB was informed that since the last LAB, the Chair had 
attended two Year 1 and one Year 8 Paragon Events, that the school had a 
Department for Education (DfE) monitoring visit as well as an in-house, ‘Due 
Diligence’ visit.  
 
The meeting was informed that the feedback from the DfE had been good and that 
the DfE had been pleased and positive about the school’s journey, growth and 
development. It was reported that the school had received 15 people from the Trust, 
that they had undertaken a rigorous review of the school and rag-rated it ‘Amber’. 
The AAT Due Diligence review team had fed back that work needed to be done but 
that the school was on the right projectory and it was agreed that the report would be 
circulated to the governors. It was explained that the report had rated the school’s 
governance as ‘Amber’ as the LAB governors were still gathering experience. 
Leadership and Management had been rated ‘Green’ and Building and Premises, 
rated ‘Red’ as planning issues needed to be resolved. 
 
The meeting was informed that once the Crawley Free School Trust and the Aurora 
Academies Trust were formally merged, the number of LAB Chairs serving the Board 
would reduce and that it was likely that one Chair per area would attend the Board 
meetings. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PJ/AB 

5.  Governor Global Leadership Institute Training - It was reported that NN, JJ & HM 
had attended the ‘Strategic Analysis of Data’ session in March at the Gatwick 
School and explained that the training had included the framework and assessments 
for the key stages, had looked closely at targets and RAISEonline data and had 
given the trainees the opportunity to try some test papers. 
  
Governors expressed that : 

 It had been very interesting to see how often the children were 
measured and to see the challenges the staff experienced with the flux 
in the system and the need to incorporate many incremental changes. 

 It was particularly interesting to have been more informed, in the light of 
the media’s portrayal of the recent boycott by some families of the Key 
Stage 1 SATs tests.  

 
 
It was confirmed that Safeguarding and Prevent training was scheduled for 15th 
June at Glenleigh Park, in Bexhill. The meeting was informed that even though staff 
had already attended Safeguarding and Prevent training, the focus would be different 
and would therefore beneficial for them to attend. All governors were encouraged to 
attend and it was confirmed that governors would be reminded in early June. 
 
It was reported that JJ had attended the local authority’s February governor training 
session re Pupil Premium Training and Closing the Gap. JJ reported that he had 
attended several short sessions re club ideas, resources and interventions upon 
which pupil premium funding could be directed. JJ also informed the meeting that as 
schools received the Pupil Premium funding 18-months after the census figures were 
submitted to the authorities, The Gatwick School would be in deficit throughout its 
growth phase. 
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Governors questions and comments, included:  

 How do we apportion the Pupil Premium spend, at present? 15% of the 
pupils overall trigger pupil premium funding, ie 30 pupils. Most of these 
children are within the secondary section of the school. We have funded 
participation in the breakfast club, music lessons and holiday clubs. 

 Do we provide the breakfast club for free? Yes, for some children, so 
these children arrive to school on time and have food inside them. The aim of 
the Pupil Premium funding is to give these children resources or experiences 
they would not otherwise have access to. 

 Do we review this? Yes. As we do not yet have Key Stage results, we 
compile case studies to assist with providing evidence of impact so we can 
say who and what we the funds were spent on, and why. It was explained 
that a funded reading intervention had radically improved one child’s 
attainment, but that the school had withdrawn its initiative to fund home 
Internet access for Pupil Premium families as it had been open to excessive-
use which could not be ‘capped’ by the service provider. 

 

6. Updates by Head: The paper ‘HT report LAB May 2016’ had been pre-circulated. 
 
The meeting was informed that although there was pupil mobility, ie starters and 
leavers throughout the year, the school had a steady 200 pupils on the roll and that 
the school was following a good trajectory of progress against the national figures. 
The meeting was informed that the teaching of computer science had significantly 
improved since art and computer graphics had being incorporated into the lessons 
and that at the forthcoming Paragon Event, the secondary pupils would show the 
‘apps’ they had created.  
 
The meeting was informed that a greater differential was needed between the 
secondary pupils opting to study PE as a GCSE subject and those simply doing PE 
as part of the school day. It was brought to the meeting’s attention that 43% of 
Special Education Needs children in Year 8 had reached Level 5 and that this 
indicated very good progress. The meeting discussed the numbers of Pupil Premium 
children, the number of children with Special Educational Needs (SEN), those with 
Behaviour Plans and those with Educational Health Care plans. It was explained that 
the school tracked each SEN and Pupil Premium child very carefully and each 
teacher contextualized the data for each class. 
 
When reporting on performance management the Head confirmed that all staff 
would have had a review by the end by the end of Term 6.  
 
Governors questions raised re Head’s report were as follows:  

 Please explain what the 4% in Year 1 Writing means. Is it an average? 
No. It was an assessment of a child’s ability, in February. It was explained 
that the assessments currently being taken should show attainment at 50%. 

 Is there a trainee teacher in Year 1? Yes. She is very good. 

 Is she staying? No. We did not have the required vacancy in Year R. 

 Would we expect to see similar ‘Levels’ in Year 8? No. This is why the 
Levels system was scrapped. Levels are not indicative of the whole picture. 

 Is this a cause for concern? No. 

 This is worse with the 3-tier measurement? As the GCSE system has 
moved away from a combination of coursework and end of module 
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examinations to having final examinations, we are trying to prepare the 
children to retain the information. We have introduced a summative and 
formative side to our tests so we now have both sides of attainment tested.  

 Is this just our school? No all schools are adjusting to have formative 
dialogue with summative signposts. Action offered: Teacher Key 
Performance Indicators to be circulated to governors. 

 Is the attainment figure for ICT purely attributed to the fact that our 
pupils came into the school with low level ICT skills? Yes. The skills 
required on the new ICT curriculum are much more advanced than before.  

 I learned some useful information when I observed an ICT lesson 
recently. 

 Is this ICT gap one that we will fill as all all-through school?  We won’t 
have gaps in the future but we do need to make sure all our teachers are 
trained effectively. We need to recruit teachers with ICT knowledge.  

 How will those studying PE, differentiate themselves from the others? 
There are clear criteria for PE assessments. At present all our children are 
hitting those criteria. 

 Will the new children be taught PE solely by the Premier Sports coach? 
No. They will get half of their PE lessons with their class teacher.  
 
 

The meeting was informed that 40 children were using the extended hours, 
breakfast club and ‘Wrap-Around’ services provided by the school. The LAB was 
reminded that Year R attendance figures were not recorded in attendance figures 
but concern was raised that as the school’s 94.56% was below the national average, 
Year 1’s poor attendance could adversely affect the school’s Ofsted rating. The issue 
of families taking in-term holidays and of fines being issued for unauthorised 
absence, was discussed. It was established that there was no Education & Welfare 
Officer in West Sussex County Council (WSCC) and that the school had no service 
agreement with the WSCC Engagement Team to carry out the pre-prosecution work. 
It was brought to the meeting’s attention that for £55/hour, the school could request 
the Surrey County Council Education Welfare team to process the investigations and 
produce the case for a WSCC prosecution. The school will be meeting with Surrey 
County Council Education Welfare team to explore this further..  
 
Governors questions raised re attendance were as follows:  

 Does the low number of children hinder the attendance figure? No. 
There are 40 children in Year 1. That is not a small number. 

 Where were these children? One child visited family abroad for six weeks, 
some children were unwell and some took time off school for religious 
observance. 

 How long was the absence for religious observance in Year R? 1 week.  

 Does the fine for unauthorised absences come back to the school? No. 

 How has the High Court ruling changed things? No change.  

 Is there a set school policy? Yes. In-term holidays are not authorised. 
 
 
The fixed term exclusions and Behaviour Support Plans were discussed. The 
meeting was also informed that although Health & Safety continued to be discussed 
during the primary school’s ‘Carpet Time’, there were no incidents to report. 
 

 
 
 
 
PR/AB 
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Governors questions raised re behaviour were as follows: 

 Is that (fixed term exclusion) classed as an internal exclusion? Yes. It 
could be a ‘Report’ or a ‘Report with Sanctions’. 

 Is a ‘Report with Sanctions’, SEN? No. 

 Is the number (of fixed term exclusions), high? Yes. We think so 

 They had been naughty. Yes and they knew they had been naughty. 

 Were the responses to the (exclusion) letter, well received? Yes. 

 Was the incident similar to the one with the language used on the bus? 
Yes. We dealt with it and we informed the appropriate parents. 

 Can the photos taken by the bus company be shared with the families 
concerned? Yes. We have shown the photos to the families. 

 During my recent class observations, I witnessed a persistent onslaught 
by two children onto a teacher. I admired the teacher’s resilience.   

 As the majority of the fixed term exclusions concerned two children, the 
figures were not too bad? Not too bad. 

 I did not see a staff member on duty outside of the school at 3.15pm. No 
the staff member is only on duty at the end of the secondary school day.  

 
 
The meeting was informed that for the next INSET day, an IT firm had been booked 
to train staff (free of charge) on the use of its software and equipment, used in 
school. It was also explained that owing to the unexpectedly increased transport 
costs, the Year 7 overnight trip to the Science Museum had been cancelled. Parents 
had been refunded and an alternative trip was being researched. 
 
Following on from the Chair’s update in Item 4, the meeting was informed of the 
feedback from the Department for Education’s (DfE) visit and that the DfE had 
validated all the teacher judgements. The meeting was informed that the DfE had 
observed the quality of the teaching and learning within the school, that morale was 
high and that pupils were generally well-behaved. The meeting was informed of the 
school’s strengths and of the next steps advised, all of which had been previously 
identified by the school and were already in-hand.  
 
The meeting was informed that the school had appointed new teachers for Years 1 
and 2 as well as a replacement music, drama and English teacher for Key Stage 3. 
 
Governors questions raised, were as follows: 

 Good (re the DfE feedback and assessment validations). 

 What was the trip to Tesco? The Tesco ‘Farm to Fork’ project is where 
children look at where food comes from. The children also get to try out 
various cheeses and see how a check-out works. 

 Is there a farm visit? Yes. 

 Where is the farm? It is in Horley. It is entirely an educational trip. 

 Will the Early Years teachers stay in the Early Years part of the school, 
next year? Yes, but they do move around.  

 What is the current situation re the teaching of foreign languages? 
Despite our recruitment efforts, we have not yet found any good foreign 
language teachers that have experience of teaching in this country. 

 Is there a ‘core’ language? No, there is no particular requirement, but the 
original parents here wanted Spanish taught at Key Stage 3. There is an 
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option where the school can provide a mix of languages. It gives good skills 
with ‘de-coding’ languages. 

 Is it difficult to find language teachers? It is hard to recruit good teachers. 

 The teachers have elevated pay here. 

 Are people not wanting to be teachers? No. The workload in very heavy 
and the respect shown is low. It is a vocation. 

 The parents are concerned about school-wide rather than teacher 
communications. 

 The parents appreciate the teachers here. 

 May we see the shape of the staff structure for next year soon, please? 
Action agreed. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PR 

7. School Strategic Development Plan - The paper ‘TGS Strategic Development 
Plan’ was circulated at the meeting.  
 
It was established that School Development Plan was working document and that 
PR and SRP were happy to receive questions about it after the meeting. The 
meeting was reminded that the school now had an excellent finance lead and that it 
was now able to apportion-out its funds. 
 

 
 

8. Self-Evaluation using Lord Nash’s 20 Questions - The paper ‘20 Questions for 
Local Academy Boards Self Evaluation Sheet’ was circulated after the meeting. 
 
The governors were advised that this paper had been first issued to governors in 
January, but the evaluation had been deferred as it was felt that the LAB needed 
longer to gather experience and knowledge. Action: Governors were asked to submit 
to the Clerk, by 6th June, bullet-point answers to the questions and notate evidence, 
as best they were able. Action: AB to circulate the Self Evaluation questions.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
All 
 
AB 

9.  Governor Visit Reports - The papers ‘Governor visit report - JJ - 21 04 2016’ and 
‘Governor visit report 16 May 16 final – SB’ had been pre-circulated, ‘Gov visit HM 
May 2016’ was circulated subsequent to the meeting. 
 

 Observation of Year 8 – SB 

 Pupil Premium and General Walkaround – JJ 

 Familiarization – HM 
 
 

 

10. Approval of School-Based Policies - The meeting was informed that the school-
based policies were accessible via the school website and that those detailed below 
were in need of renewal within the regular review cycle. The meeting was informed 
that the Head of School and LAB Chair had received from the Clerk a list of the 
school-based and AAT policies, with their review dates. SB offered and it was 
agreed that she would look at and review the four policies discussed. Action: AB to 
e-mail SB the four school-based policies: Charging & Remissions, Behaviour–Pupils, 
Complaints and Uniform. 
 
Governors questions and comments were as follows: 

 What is the uniform policy on the length of skirts? No shorter than knee 

length. There is a huge variety of skirts worn in the school. We are constantly 
reminding pupils about the required skirt length. 

 
 
 
 
 
SB 
AB 
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 Could we sell the skirts? Yes, but the girls would continue to roll the waist-
bands over to shorten their skirts. 

 The length of skirt is potentially a safeguarding as well as school image 
issue. 

 Could we look at the costs, please of providing a compulsory skirt and 
soon, before parents prepare for the new academic year? Yes. 

 What is the mechanism for uniform infringement, detention? Yes. 

 How long is the detention? 30 minutes. We have considered IT-based 
restorative justice program sanctions, but they are expensive to buy-in. 

 How about our own ‘route-cause analysis’ work with the pupils, within 
their detention time? Action agreed: SB to e-mail an exemplar to SRP. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
SRP 
 
 
 

 
SB 

11. AAT/CFST Policies introduced - The meeting was informed that the Trust had 
introduced many Trust-wide policies and that the school was welcome to add an 
appendix to any if it had individual circumstances to address. It was agreed that AB 
would e-mail all Governors the AAT policies but as the Board had approved the 
Trust-wide policies, there was no necessity for review by the LAB.  
 

The policies recently introduced were as follows: AAT Anti-Bullying Policy, AAT 
Appointment Procedures, AAT Assessment Recording and Reporting, AAT 
Bereavement in Children Policy, AAT Disciplinary and Dismissal Policy, AAT 
Handwriting Policy, AAT Homework Policy, AAT Jewellery Policy, AAT Pupil 
Premium Policy, AAT Staff Dress Code, AAT Staff Induction, AAT Teaching and 
Learning Policy. 
 

 
 
AB 

12. Governor Activities for 2015/16 - HM’s offer of becoming the governor responsible 
for safeguarding was agreed. HM was thanked and the Clerk offered to put HM in 
touch with the Safeguarding governors from the other schools in the network, as they 
had now grouped to share experience and knowledge. 
  

 
AB 
 

13. Any Other Business  
 
Governor posts - The meeting was reminded that the present LAB comprised two 
parent governors and that a parent had expressed concern that no secondary 
parents currently served the LAB. The meeting was reminded that parent governors 
did not ‘represent’ parents but that this issue was a ‘fair point’. The meeting agreed 
to the adjustment of the LAB’s terms of reference to there being two parent 
governors, one recruited from the primary side, with the other being recruited from 
the secondary side of the school, and parents from the whole school being balloted, 
when elections were necessary. It was also agreed that the LAB would add two 
community co-opted posts and that PJ’s parent governorship be adjusted to 
community co-opted. It was agreed that the new post of secondary parent governor 
be recruited and that the sealed-envelope ballot be carried out if more than one 
secondary parent was nominated.   
 
The meeting was advised that a potential community governor had met the Head, 
had received a tour of the school and that the Chair would also make arrangements 
to meet him. 
  
Paragon Spectacular – 5th July at the Winter Gardens, Eastbourne. The meeting 
was informed that Key Stage 2 from each of the five schools in the network present 

 
 
 
 
 
AB 
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one Paragon Unit that they were particularly fond of. The timing of the Spectacular 
was not known. Agreed: The Clerk would make enquiries and circulate the 
arrangements to the governors. It was established that the chief executive of the 
Trust’s sponsor Pansophic Learning, would be attending the Paragon Spectacular, 
but that the new head was unable to be present. 
 
Governors questions and comments were as follows:  

 What was the rise behind the parental concern about there being no 
secondary parent governors? The desire to have secondary parents’ 
issues and concerns represented at LAB level. 

 What was the parent’s feedback issue? As primary parents regularly come 
to the school gate, it is simpler to communicate with those parents. 

 Many parents would prefer an e-mail of the newsletter. Maybe we need to 
re-launch FROG. Agreed: School office to set-up a parents’ e-group. 

 Are we using too many communication channels with FROG, Facebook, 
Class Dojo and the newsletter? 

 Maybe we could ask the parents which was their preferred 
communication channel? We would inevitably withdraw a few peoples’ ‘first 
choice’ and this would not be appreciated. 

 With all these methods of communication, you need a communications 
officer. 8-10 messages are generated via Class Dojo each week indicates 
the success of our ‘open-door’. 

 There is almost too much of an ‘open-door’ here.  

 Some parents are talking, but many are not. The Parent View results on 
the Ofsted webpages show that parents here strongly agree with what we do. 

 Can we schedule the Paragon Events later please as I am working? No 
sorry. Staff cannot manage later hours. 

 We have not yet met the new head. No. He is working at another school.  

 Parents were upset to have first heard about the new head appointment 
via the local press. We could ask the new head to answer a few questions 
and publish them in the school newsletter. The new head will be at the 
Paragon event in school.  

 The result of the parent governor election was not communicated to 
parents. There was a misunderstanding about who issue this notice. It was 
agreed that the Head communicate the result of the election, via the 
newsletter.  

 Can governors attend the Paragon Spectacular? Yes, governors are very 
welcome. 

 

AB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

PR 
 

15. Items for Future Agenda –  

 Communications with parents – HM’s offer, to visit the school to find out 
how communications works in the school, was accepted. 
 

 
AB/HM 

16.  Dates of Meetings:  
CFST Finance & Audit   Thurs 30th June, 3.30pm (Finance Members) 
CFST Board                   Thurs 30th June, 4pm      (Trust Members) 
 

   

 
 The meeting ended at 6.15pm. 
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Actions: 
SRP  School e-mail addresses of school councillors to be issued to PJ. 
SRP  Head Girl to be recruited in Term 6. 
AB  Issue governor e-mail addresses to office & ask them to e-mail future newsletters to gov. 
HM  Report on recent visit to Paragon Event in YR this year, then Y1 next year and so on. 
PJ  Report re Y1 Paragon Event, then Y2 next year and so on 
JJ/SRP E-mail the YouTube clip re grooming for review and potential up-loading to FROG. 
PJ /AB E-mail the AAT Due Diligence Review Report to AB, to circulate to governors. 
PR/AB PR to e-mail teacher KPI’s for circulation to governors. 
PR Prepare and issue plans for the 2016/2017 staff structure. 
All  Submit to the Clerk, by 5th June, bullet-point answers to the Self Evaluation questions. 
SB Review the four policies discussed.  
AB  E-mail to SB the school-based policies for review. 
SRP Research the costs of the school selling a compulsory uniform skirt. 
SB  E-mail to SRP an exemplar of route cause analysis work for use in detentions. 
AB  E-mail all governors the AAT policies. 
AB          Revise the LAB Terms of Reference and issue to the Trust’s company secretary,  

for completion. 
AB Inform the Safeguarding govs from the other AAT schools, re HM’s to the join their group. 
AB Make enquiries re Paragon Spectacular and circulate the arrangements to the governors. 
PR Ask the school office to set-up a parents’ e-group for the issue of newsletters. 
AB  Add item re school’s communications to next LAB agenda. 
HM  Arrange governor visit and report on the school’s communications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


